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With the increased demand and need for new housing in England, farmers
are frequently being approached by developers, property finders and land
promoters to consider future strategic land development. Daniel Sturman
outlines what might be involved in such agreements and analyses whether
land promoters can offer value to famers and landowners.
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costly. Usually when acting for land owners
Once the land has been effectively marketed
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As a farmer or land owner, you
need a lawyer who knows and
understands the agricultural
industry inside and out.
Birkett Long has a dedicated
specialist team advising on all
aspects of law relating to rural,
property and agri-business, and we
are on hand to help with any legal
issues you might face.
Our agriculture and estates team
is informed and proactive; we
understand the demands and
requirements placed on those
operating in the agricultural sector.
As a client, you can expect us to
have a thorough understanding of
agricultural issues, and to provide
seamless advice on all aspects of
your business.

Emma Coke looks at how Brexit
might affect rural industries who rely
on immigrant labour.

Land promotion...
...worth considering?
Daniel Sturman explains land
promotion agreements and looks
at potential benefits for farmers
and landowners.
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What will the impact of leaving the European Union have for those
businesses reliant on migrant workers from Europe? Emma Coke
looks at the issues surrounding what could be a scarcity of labour.
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